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ABSTRACT
Uncontrolled software architecture erosion can lead to a de-
gradation of the quality of a software system. It is hence
of great importance to repair erosion efficiently. Refactor-
ings can help to systematically reverse software architecture
erosion through applying them in the system where archi-
tectural violations have been detected. However, existing
refactoring approaches do not address architecture erosion
holistically.
In this paper, we describe and formalize the theoreti-
cal problem of repairing eroded software systems by find-
ing optimal repair sequences. Furthermore, we investigate
the applicability and limitations of existing refactoring ap-
proaches. We argue, true to the motto “more knowledge
means less search” that using formalized and explicit knowl-
edge of software engineers—modeled as fault patterns and
repair strategies—combined with heuristic search techniques
could overcome those limitations.
This paper outlines a new approach—analog to a patient
history in medicine—we have been starting to investigate in
our recent research and also aims at stimulating a discus-
sion about further research challenges in repairing eroded
software systems.
Categories and Subject Descriptors
D.2.7 [Software Engineering]: Distribution, Maintenance,
and Enhancement—Restructuring, reverse engineering, and
reengineering
Keywords
software architecture erosion, heuristic search, repairing ar-
chitecture erosion, fault pattern
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1. MOTIVATION
The longer a software system evolves and the higher its
complexity is, the more likely it is that software architecture
erosion might occur [22]. This term designates the progres-
sive divergence of the intended software architecture and its
realization. The reasons for this phenomenon are manifold,
for example, coding workarounds through time pressure, em-
ployee turnover or adapting to new requirements [10] might
let the realization diverge from the intended software archi-
tecture. In general, architecture erosion leads to a degra-
dation of system quality attributes like maintainability and
adaptability. In the long run, heavily eroded software sys-
tems become too costly to be maintained and might need to
be replaced by expensive re-developments [17].
According to de Silva et al. [2] one way to control software
architecture erosion is to detect and repair architecture ero-
sion. For this purpose, approaches for conformance or con-
sistency checking are used to detect architecture violations,
i. e. inconsistencies of the intended architecture and its real-
ization. Approaches to repair these violations consist mostly
of reengineering and refactoring techniques [5]. However, the
task of repairing architecture erosion requires a broad and
profound understanding of the often rather complex soft-
ware system at hand. Finding a good or even optimal way
to repair the software system is a difficult task even for ex-
perienced software engineers.
In this paper, we will investigate the problem of how to
support software engineers in repairing eroded software sys-
tems. We will discuss how the problem is addressed by the
state of the art in refactoring. Furthermore, we will propose
an outline of a new approach based on the consideration of
architectural knowledge about fault patterns and repairs of
architecture violations to automatically recommend a good
sequence of refactorings for an eroded software system.
The remaining paper is structured as follows. Section 2
illustrates the theoretical problem that this work addresses.
In Sec. 3, we take a look on related work tackling the prob-
lem of finding sequences of refactorings in complex systems.
The proposed approach is presented in Sec. 4. Section 5
describes future work and the paper is concluded in Sec. 6.
2. PROBLEM STATEMENT
In an eroded software system, the intended architecture is
inconsistent with the realization of the system. Repairing,
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Figure 1: The problem of finding optimal architec-
ture erosion repair sequences (cf. [12]).
or reversing, the erosion process can be understood as the
task of transforming and manipulating the realization such
that consistency is re-established. Finding the optimal way
to do that is the task of finding a sequence of repair actions
that is optimal regarding a measure of costs, for example,
least actions to perform, required time to perform, etc.
According to Eden et al. [4], a software architecture can
be represented as set of logical statements about possible
realizations. A realization conforms to an architecture, if
and only if it fulfills that set of logical statements. Eden
et al. lists many different examples of architectural as-
pects, such as patterns, reference architecture, naming con-
ventions, metrics that can be interpreted this way and ex-
presses them as first-order logic statements.
Figure 1 illustrates the theoretical problem of repairing an
eroded software system by finding optimal repair sequences.
Following Eden et al., a given intended software architecture
can be understood as a set of first-order logic statements
Φ = {ϕ1, ϕ2, ..., ϕn}
about structures and behaviors of systems. A realization r
of the system, formalized as finite structure, conforms to the
intended architecture if and only if
r  Φ
In reverse, an eroded software system has architecture vi-
olations (r 2 Φ). To re-establish architecture consistency,
a realization has to be transformed in a realization r′ with
r′  Φ. Therefore, predefined repair actions
T := {t1, t2, ..., tm}
are available, for example, a set of refactorings. The repair
actions
ti : L→ R
can be understood as replacement rules. Corresponding,
ti indicates that by application a substructure L from the
realization is replaced through another substructure R.
Efficient architecture erosion repair is understood as an
optimal sequence of repair actions regarding to a cost func-
tion C : T ∗ → N. For example, the minimized cost function
C(t) := |t| would express, that preferable short sequences
of repair actions are considered as efficient. The search for
an efficient architecture erosion repair, for a realization r
(r 2 Φ), can be recognized as search problem for a sequence
s = ti1ti2 ... tik ∈ T ∗ (1 ≤ ij ≤ m), such that applies
r
ti1→ r1
ti2→ ... tik→ rn = r′ with r′  Φ and (1)
C(s) ≤ C(s′) for all s′ ∈ T ∗ with (1), (2)
if C is to minimize (or rather maximize C(s) ≥ C(s′)).
More specific, the sequence of transformations/repair ac-
tions ti1 ... tik are applications of ti.
Due to the undecidability of first-order logic formulas Φ,
the set of realizations conforming to the given architecture
is not computable. Consequently, the set of sequences of re-
pair actions, with the above property (1), is not computable
as well as far as the set of repair actions is complete, i. e.
given an arbitrary realization; any other realization can be
generated by executing a certain sequence of available repair
actions. This implies that we have to perform an exhaus-
tive search for the optimal sequence of repair actions which
fails in reasonable time in a realistic scenario, because of
the large search space in combination with first-order logic
model checking of potential solutions.
There are several practical solutions which reduce the
problem at least in one of the following possibilities:
• Reduction of the complexity of the considered architec-
tural aspects and violations. Either the expressiveness
of the language used to describe the intended software
architecture is reduced, or the approach focuses on cer-
tain aspect of the architecture only. This might sim-
plify consistency checking to something less complex
than first-order logic model checking but naturally re-
duces the cases of erosion that can be detected.
• Reduction of the considered repair actions. This de-
creases the size of the search space, or to allow certain
search strategies to do the search more efficiently.
• Apply heuristic search techniques to find approximate
solutions in reasonable time.
In the following section, relevant related approaches and
their techniques to tackle the problem of finding refactor-
ings/repair actions in complex system are described.
3. STATE OF THE ART OF COMPLEX RE-
FACTORING
The following approaches all aim at providing automatic
tool support for finding places for refactorings in a software
system. They vary in the way of detecting architectural
erosion1, supported refactorings, and the used search-based
techniques to determine refactorings to be applied.
As discussed in Sec. 2, one practical solution is to reduce
the complexity of the considered architectural aspects. For
example, many approaches are concentrating on the estima-
tion of metrics to detect refactoring opportunities in soft-
ware systems. Ouni et al. [16] use metrics for a multi-
objective approach for Fowler’s catalog [5] of refactorings.
In [6], Ghannem et al. and in a similar way Jensen et al. [9]
and O’Keeffe et al. [15] restrict their approaches to metrics
regarding class structures and support the relevant refac-
torings from the same catalog. All these approaches have
in common that they use, in addition to the reduction of
considered architectural aspects, heuristic search techniques
1Although most the approaches do not explicitly name ar-
chitectural erosion as motivation, they are related since their
goal is to restore intended or desired structures in a software
system.
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Figure 2: Overview and process of the proposed approach.
to determine a sequence of refactoring operations. Fur-
thermore, these approaches are applicable by focusing on
quantifiable architectural principles through metrics. They
do not consider architectural aspects like dependency con-
straints or other structural constraints.
Other approaches focus on single structural constraints
such as simple graph patterns on program dependency graphs
[3], or cycles in such graphs [18]. In [7], Griffith et al.
use a control flow graph to detect code smells. While the
formalism—graphs—provides great expressiveness, the set
of actual expressions they investigate is limited.
Moghadam et al. describe an approach to refactor source
code according to a model which they call the “desired de-
sign” [13]. A design model of the current source code is
reconstructed and search-based techniques are applied to
find a sequence of refactorings to transform the system to-
wards the desired design. Mapped to the theoretical prob-
lem, this approach simplifies the general problem by pro-
viding a higher-level model of the target realization which
simplifies searching and consistency checking.
In contrast to the previous approaches, the work of Terra
et al. considers the intended architecture written in a lan-
guage called Dependency Constraint Language (DCL) [20].
An architecture written in DCL defines basically coarse-
grained architecture components that are mapped to source
code elements and specifies dependency constraints between
them. A tool called dclcheck can automatically detect viola-
tions of these constraints in source code of the software sys-
tem. In [21], Terra et al. complement dclcheck by a recom-
mendation system which recommends refactorings to solve
violations. However, recommendations are made only lo-
cally, i. e. for each single violation. This also means that the
approach does not provide sequences of refactorings which
takes into account interdependencies.
It can be observed that the current state of the art pro-
vides appropriate support for determining a sequence of re-
factorings for single kinds of architectural erosion. Most
approaches focus on single architecture aspects as discussed
in Sec. 2. Furthermore, it is not possible or difficult in most
cases to extend the set of repair actions to adapt the ap-
proach to user- or domain-specific architectural knowledge.
Moreover, it is unclear if the selected meta-heuristic search
methods are still useful after adapting the approaches. Only
the work of Terra et al. allow to define user-specific repair
actions but does not search for optimal sequences.
4. SOLUTION OUTLINE OF THE PRO-
POSED APPROACH
4.1 Overview of the Approach
Existing approaches are unsatisfactory by addressing the
general problem due to their strong restrictions, thus a new
and more powerful approach with the following properties is
needed:
• Support of many architecture aspects.
• Support of many, possibly user-specific, atomic and
composite repair actions.
• Search for and recommend optimal repair sequences in
reasonable time.
To be able to provide these properties, we outline an ap-
proach that takes into account the knowledge of software
architects about architecture violations and repair options.
The proposed approach is depicted in Fig. 2 from a bird’s
eye perspective. The main ideas and phases of the approach
are motivated by analogies between repairing software ar-
chitecture erosion and the medical treatment of a diseased
human patient.
In both domains, the overall process is divided into the
phases of diagnostics and the actual treatment. To start
the diagnostic an architecture, architecture constraints
and a realization of a software system is required. In anal-
ogy to medicine, for example, would a body temperature
constraint of a human be 36.0 to 37.5 degree Celsius and
a realization, of course, represents a patient. Afterwards, a
consistency check between the intended architecture and its
realization can be done to detect architecture violations
that can be compared to symptoms in medicine detected by a
doctor. The next step for a doctor is to diagnose diseases
by looking at all symptoms and trying to match them to
disease patterns. For instance, a doctor could diagnose
influenza when a patient shows the typical symptoms like
high fever, body aches and headaches. The proposed ap-
proach follows this analogy by defining and collecting fault
patterns that formalize software engineering expertise about
the reasons for the common, contextual occurrence of archi-
tectural violations fault pattern recognition. The result
of the diagnosis is a set of fault pattern instances de-
tected in the investigated software system.
Based on the fault pattern instances, the treatment can
begin. In medicine, there are often many treatment op-
tions for one disease, and the doctor has to decide which
treatments should be performed. In a similar way, there
are possibly different options to repair architecture erosion.
Knowledge about options to repair fault patterns is stored in
a repair strategy catalog. It is important to be able to
compose strategies out of atomic repair actions and existing
strategies to form user- or domain-specific strategies. Like a
combination of treatments in medicine (“use cold compress
against fever” and “use antiviral drugs”), repairing archi-
tecture erosion for single fault patterns can be composed
of more generally usable actions. For example, resolving
dependency violations can be composed of (among others)
“Move class” and renaming refactorings.
The challenge of the repair recommendation process is to
recommend a sequence of repair actions which is opti-
mal regarding a cost function as described in Sec. 2. Due to
the reduced search space—through the use of fault patterns
and their mapping to repair strategies—it will be possible
to search efficiently for repair sequences. Even if the search
space in general might be too large for exhausting search
techniques, heuristic search techniques will benefit from the
aggregation of violations to fault patterns instances and the
knowledge about repair actions for them. Finally, the exe-
cution transforms the realization to an architecturally con-
sistent realization (r′  Φ).
In addition to the specified fault patterns and repair strate-
gies this approach considers architectural meta-knowledge,
i. e. formalized experts knowledge like experiences, strate-
gies and tactics to improve the fault pattern recognition
and the repair recommendation process, as well. For ex-
ample, such as medics know about the interdependencies
between certain diseases and therapies, software architects
might provide knowledge about classes of fault patterns and
repair strategies. Useful information, for example, is to di-
rect the search for repair actions to search for repairing’s of
structural dependency violations in which a component is
involved, before trying to repair inconsistencies in the com-
ponent regarding interaction protocols. These might not be
necessary anymore after the component is moved to a dif-
ferent subsystem because the protocol must not be followed
in that subsystem.
4.2 Example
In the following, we will illustrate the process by example
focusing on the diagnosis phase of the overall process as
described in the previous section.
To keep the example handy, we assume a simple architec-
ture model as used in reflexion modeling [14]. The intended
software architecture is captured as modules and relation-
ships between modules that models which dependencies are
allowed between them. Modules are mapped to source code
elements, for example, packages or namespaces. The actual
dependencies—such as usage relations or inheritance—in the
source code are analyzed and compared to the allowed ones
as modeled in the intended architecture.
For checking such dependency violations, we apply the
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Figure 3: Example of fault pattern graph with de-
pendency violations.
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Figure 4: Fault pattern for misplaced classes.
Architecture Checker (ArCh) tool developed in [8]. ArCh is
able to check dependency violations as required for reflexion
modeling; it is based on an expressive query language which
enables us to define arbitrary first-order logic constraints on
object-oriented software system structures.
As result of checking a software architecture, ArCh re-
turns the violated constraints with the binding of variables
causing the constraint to evaluate to true. For example, it
exists a constraint illegalDep(srcMod,trgMod,src,trg),
which evaluated to true for two classes src (contained in
module srcMod) and trg (contained in module trgMod) if
and only if src depends on trg although srcMod is not al-
lowed to depend on trgMod.
The system structure together with the detected viola-
tions can be represented as typed and directed graph. This
graph is called fault pattern graph. The example graph
in Fig. 3 shows a graph with dependency violations as de-
scribed above. As described in the previous section, archi-
tecture violations are aggregated to form fault pattern in-
stances which represent reasons for violations. Known fault
patterns can hence be described as graph patterns; the goal
of the diagnosis phase is to find a set of instances of those
graph patterns that cover as many of violation nodes in the
fault pattern graph as possible.
One possible cause for dependency violations as described
are misplaced classes, i. e. classes mapped to the wrong
module. It is likely that this might the case for many vio-
lations if a class or interface has a high relative number of
violations compared with its total numbers of dependency
with other classes. For example, if a class has 20 incoming
or outgoing dependencies and participates in 15 dependency
violations occurrences, the probability that the class is in a
wrong module is high.
Figure 4 shows a very simple graph pattern to model this
knowledge about misplaced classes. The pattern named
MisplacedClass states that we look for system elements
that participate either as source or target of a dependency vi-
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Figure 5: Example of a software system realization
and its architecture violations.
olation. If this is the case for a substructure of a fault pattern
graph, i. e. a corresponding structure is found, a matching
function evaluates“how good”the pattern matches, i. e. how
likely it is that the identified fault pattern is the causes for
the violations in the fault pattern instance. In the example,
the matching function is computed by the metric vfanio.
It relates the violation fan-in VFanIn—which is the number
of incoming dependency violations—and the fan-in which is
the number of incoming dependencies; the same relationship
is computed for the violation fan-out and the total fan-out:
vfanio(c) =
V FanIn
(FanIn+1)
+ V FanOut
(FanOut+1)
2
Misplaced classes are of course not the only possible cause
for dependency violations. A dependency causing a violation
that is analyzed and found not to be used at all should be
dealt with in a different way than an obviously misplaced
class. General symptoms like these—similar to bad smells
[7]— but also architecture- or domain-specific causes can be
captured as fault patterns.
Goal of the diagnosis phase is to find fault pattern in-
stances covering the identified architecture violations and
to optimize the average matching function value. The re-
sult set of fault pattern instances are the starting point for
the treatment phase; through the connection of fault pat-
terns with repair strategies, the search space for possible
repairing’s is reduced. In the example of misplaced classes,
a possible repair strategy would be to apply the move class
refactoring to the misplaced class to move it to module which
would resolve the violations aggregated by the fault pattern
instance. Figure 5 illustrates for a small system possible
places to move classes (identified as misplaced) to resolve
dependency violations.
5. FUTUREWORK
In the future, we plan to realize and implement the pro-
posed approach, as described in Sec. 4, in a prototypical tool.
Thereafter, industrial case studies are planned, to evaluate
this approach and show its efficiency on real software sys-
tems. However, a lot of preliminary work has to be done.
Each module in the overall process has its own research chal-
lenges, where solutions have to be worked out, before these
modules can be combined in one approach.
Modules are discrete parts of the proposed approach with
the aim to allow simultaneous work on it. Furthermore,
modules have dependencies among each other, for example,
the fault pattern recognition has to deal with the formal-
ization of the fault patterns. Hence, clearly defined inter-
faces are needed. In the following are the modules briefly
described with their research focus and challenges, applica-
ble techniques, first ideas and how we plan to address it.
In other words, every module can be understood as a work
package which has to be finished, before the integration can
start.
The core idea of the proposed approach is that architec-
ture violations cannot be considered independent but need
to be analyzed in context. Thus, architecture violations are
concluded to fault patterns which describe the knowledge of
software architects about the fact that combined or exclu-
sive occurrences of these architecture violations point to a
common cause. The aim of this module is to develop a meta-
model for modeling fault patterns on architecture violation
graphs as inexact graph patterns. The challenge hereby is
that fault patterns might regard to domain specific architec-
tural aspects and violations and hence must be specifiable
by software architects.
The fault pattern recognition module has as its goal to rec-
ognize as preferably comprehensive and consistent the mod-
eled fault patterns. It should be noted that the assignment
from violations to fault patterns is not unique, i. e. one archi-
tecture violation can be part of more than one detected fault
pattern. The recognition cannot be done manually due to
the complexity of large software systems that an algorithm
is needed to automatically recognize fault patterns. There-
fore, approaches are useful which recognize inexact graph
patterns, as mentioned in the subcategory tree search in in-
exact graph matching by Conte et al. [1]. The result of
this work package is the development of an algorithm for
automated fault pattern recognition.
The module repair strategy catalog represents engineer’s
expertise, how recognized fault pattern instances can be re-
paired or resolved. Thus, repair strategies are formalized
and modeled as automatic executable graph transformation
rules which can be executed on the realization of a software
system. Strategies are composite repair actions and have
dependencies to existing fault patterns, i. e. one strategy
consists of a set of repair actions and can repair at least one
fault pattern. The aim of the work package is to develop
a meta-model for modeling repair strategies. Furthermore,
the meta-model should allow the composition of existing re-
pair strategies to new and more complex strategies. In this
case, it is possible to model a set of more common or atomic
repair strategies like a catalog of refactorings which can be
reused to define complex or if necessary domain specific re-
pairs.
The challenge of the repair recommendation module is
to find an applicable heuristic search algorithm [19] and to
specify its optimization function, if possible the best, to rec-
ommend a sequence of repair actions. The heuristic search
algorithm should handle dynamic changing search spaces
due to the possibility that repaired architecture violations
can bring up new violations or repair more than one viola-
tion at once. The optimization function, most likely, consists
of many individual functions which are combined by weight
or Pareto optimal [11]. The repair recommendation result
is a sequence of repair actions which serves as foundation
for a software architect or developer to eliminate software
architecture erosion.
The architectural meta-knowledge module is a cross-cut-
ting module and supports the fault pattern recognition and
the repair recommendation. The aim is to integrate and
consider more experts knowledge and know-how to improve
the efficiency of the recommendation of repair actions, for
example, tactics to order the execution of repairs. The chal-
lenges are how to get this knowledge from experts, how to
formalize it and how can it be integrated in the proposed
approach.
6. CONCLUSION
During the evolution of a complex software system it is
most likely that software architecture erosion happens. In
general architecture erosion cannot be avoided completely
and hence it is an important task to repair eroded software
systems. Refactoring techniques, heuristic search and for-
malized engineers expertise are in combination a major step
to tackle this task.
Existing approaches reduce the complexity of the general
problem to come up with practical solutions by limiting the
set of considered architectural aspects or the set of possible
repair actions. Both limitations, to deal with the complex-
ity of the task, lead to approaches that do not address the
overall problem holistically.
Instead, we suggest to formalize more existing engineering
knowledge and know-how, true to the motto “more knowl-
edge means less search” [23]. This knowledge as part of every
module in the overall process combined with heuristic search
techniques should lead to good architectural repair actions
in complex eroded systems, and outline a new possible ap-
proach to control architecture erosion.
In the future, we will further elaborate this approach and
plan to conduct extensive industrial case studies to show the
applicability to“real life”erosion cases and the usefulness for
dealing with software architecture erosion.
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